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Displacement | Inflation | Loss of income | Unemployment
WFP’s COVID-19 RESPONSE IN THE REGION

Sustain & Adapt | Extend & Scale-up | Support Social Protection

Livelihoods Recovery | Ramp-up Monitoring & Analysis
LEBANON

Syrian Refugees | August 4 Blast | Economic Crisis | COVID-19
INCREASED CHALLENGES

Socio-economic Impact | Increased Food Insecurity
YEMEN

FIVE YEARS OF CONFLICT | SEVERE HUNGER | COVID-19 PANDEMIC

INCREASED FOOD PRICES
A RECORD **9.3 MILLION** ARE FOOD INSECURE

SOARING **FOOD PRICES**

AND A DETERIORATING ECONOMIC SITUATION

RAPID INCREASE IN **COVID-19** CASES

ONGOING **CONFLICT** SINCE 2011
SUDAN

WORST FLOOD IN A CENTURY

9.6 MILLION ARE FOOD INSECURE

INCREASED FOOD PRICES

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
CHANGING LIVES: LIVELIHOODS & RESILIENCE
SUPPORTING NATIONAL SOCIAL PROTECTION AND SAFETY NETS
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